Aspiring To Become Healthy Churches to Achieve The Great Commission

Working Together

The New Testament clearly teaches the autonomy of the local church. But independence does not mean isolation. Independent local churches are called to be interdependent, based upon mutual doctrinal convictions. There are aspects of local church ministry that cannot be accomplished alone, all by ourselves. That is why IFCA International has existed since 1930. We strive to enhance the strength of the Church by equipping for and encouraging toward ministry partnerships to achieve Great Commission objectives.

Based on our foundation of Christ and the fundamentals of the Word of God, IFCA International provides you, your church, and your organization:

- **Foundation** IFCA International has a long history of standing firm for the fundamentals of the Christian faith which we preserve, defend, and proclaim.
- **Identification** IFCA doctrine unites us together and provides the independent church with an identity, something bigger and stronger than we can be alone.
- **Direction** IFCA vision provides a biblical direction for your ministry’s future through initiatives such as Vision America, Vision World, IFCA Church Health Initiative (“Vital Signs for Healthy Churches”), IFCA Harvesters and other worthy initiatives.
- **Partnerships** IFCA network provides trusted partners for joint ministry projects in the USA and throughout the world.
- **Encouragement** IFCA network provides opportunities to inspire and refresh you.
- **Resources** IFCA network helps to inform you and equip you.

We hold to these essential core values

- **Biblical Doctrine** Contemporary importance of the historic Fundamentals.
- **Biblical Leadership** Christ-like love, integrity, humility, zeal, and sacrifice.
- **Biblical outreach** Evangelism at home and abroad.
- **Biblical Partnerships** Accomplishing more together than separately.
- **Biblical Excellence** Doing the best we can for His glory.

For more information call 800-347-1840 • www.ifca.org